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Structure-Function Relationships Affecting the Sensing Mechanism of Monolayer-Protected
Cluster Doped Xerogel Amperometric Glucose Biosensors
Luke T. DiPasquale,† Nicholas G. Poulos,† Jackson R. Hall, Aastha Minocha, Tram Anh Bui,
and Michael C. Leopold*
Department of Chemistry, Gottwald Center for the Sciences, University of Richmond
Richmond, VA 23173
ABSTRACT
A systematic study of the structure-function relationships critical to understanding the sensing
mechanism of 1st generation amperometric glucose biosensors with an embedded nanoparticle
(NP) network is presented. Xerogel-based films featuring embedded glucose oxidase enzyme and
doped with alkanethiolate-protected gold NPs, known as monolayer protected clusters (MPCs),
exhibit significantly enhanced performance compared to analogous systems without NPs
including higher sensitivity, faster response time, and extended linear/dynamic ranges. The
proposed mechanism involves diffusion of the glucose to glucose oxidase within the xerogel,
enzymatic reaction production of H2O2 with subsequent diffusion to the embedded network of
MPCs where it is oxidized, an event immediately reported via fast electron transfer (ET) through
the MPC system to the working electrode. Various aspects of the film construct and strategy are
systematically probed using amperometry, voltammetry, and solid-state electronic conductivity
measurements, including the effects of MPC peripheral chain length, MPC functionalization via
place-exchange reaction, MPC core size, and the MPC density or concentration within the
xerogel composite films. The collective results of these experiments support the proposed
mechanism and identify interparticle spacing and the electronic communication through the MPC
network is the most significant factor in the sensing scheme with the diffusional aspects of the
mechanism that may be affected by film/MPC hydrophobicity and functionality (i.e., glucose and
H2O2 diffusion) shown to be less substantial contributors to the overall enhanced performance.
Understanding the structure-function relationships of effective sensing schemes allows for the
employment of the strategy for future biosensor design toward clinically relevant targets.
KEYWORDS: biosensor; amperometry; monolayer-protected cluster; xerogel; sensing
mechanism; conductivity; glucose
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■ INTRODUCTION
Biosensor research represents an important and expanding sector of materials and
interfacial chemistry due to their many and varied applications across disciplines.
Electrochemical sensor development continues to draw a significant level of interest as it
remains a relatively simple and affordable while still maintaining the potential for
adaptability to different analytes relevant for both clinical and industrial applications.[13]

In particular, 1st generation amperometric biosensors, which utilize immobilized

enzymes to catalyze an analyte to hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) that is then subsequently
oxidized at the working electrode to produce a current response representative of analyte
concentration, continue to receive attention due to their ability to provide increased
sensitivity, analyte selectivity and quick response times with the potential of
miniaturization leading to in vitro remote sensing as well as in vivo applications.[1]
In a 1st generation biosensing model, the enzyme must be immobilized without
compromising structural integrity of the sensor or the inhibiting enzyme function. Solgels represent an appealing method of immobilization because they easily and without
harsh conditions form a rigid silicate network that is both chemically inert and resistant to
significant swelling in the presence of water but able to maintain enzyme activity.[4]
When cast from solvent and allowed to age under controlled humidity and temperature,
the sol-gels formed are known as xerogels.[5, 6] The expansive catalogue of silanes
allows for a multitude of xerogels to be constructed for specific chemistry. For example,
3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxy silane (3-MPTMS) introduces thiol functionality into the
gels where it has been used to bind certain metallic nanomaterials (NMs).[7, 8] Among
their other properties, the ability of NMs to aid in electron transfer (ET) processes has
made NP-assisted biosensor designs increasingly prevalent in the field. The multitude of
different nanomaterials allows for possible specialization of a biosensor depending on
their specific size, shape and composition.[3]
Literature reports suggest that the use of certain NMs, specifically metallic
nanoparticles (NPs), allow for greater microenvironment control through the creation of a
NP network that enhances the ET from reaction site to the electrode.[9, 10] A major
focus of that body of work is on the use of colloidal gold NPs as a component of
electrochemical biosensors. Most of these reports focus on proof-of-concept rather than
2
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exploring the role of NP structure in the sensor performance and functionality.[11-16]
Few, if any, of these reports adequately focus on mechanistic understanding the NPs
within their sensing schemes.
In 2013, a 1st generation amperometric glucose biosensor model system featuring
a MPTMS xerogel embedded with glucose oxidase (GOx) and doped with gold NPs
known as monolayer protected clusters (MPC) was demonstrated.[8] The composite
MPC-doped xerogel film was deposited on a platinum electrode and coated with a semipermeable polyurethane (PU) layer to assist in interferent discrimination (Scheme I). The
sensor was found to have an order of magnitude increase in sensitivity, doubled linear
range, and a 4-fold decrease in response times compared to similar sensors without MPCs
(Figure 1). While the enhanced performance and characterization of this model system
was well-documented and compared with other literature reports of similar sensors with
and without NMs, a mechanistic understanding of the structure-function relationships
involving the embedded MPCs was not a major focus of the study. More recent work[17]
investigated the functionality of the layered approach, including the specific role of the
silane precursor material and polyurethane, but did not connect the findings to the MPCdoped xerogels. In this paper, we follow up that important finding with the systematic
interrogation of MPC characteristics within the doped xerogels including core size, ligand
chain length, and ligand functionality, with an aim of establishing the critical structurefunction relationships in these composite materials that are responsible for the observed
sensing enhancement[8] and that may help shape a proposed sensing mechanism (vide
infra).
■ EXPERIMENTAL
Materials and Instrumentation.
All chemicals were purchased from Sigma Aldrich unless otherwise stated.
Tecoflex SG-80A polyurethane (TPU) and Hydrothane AL25-80A polyurethane (HPU)
was obtained from Lubrizol and AdvanSource Biomaterials, respectively. Solutions were
prepared using 18.2 MΩ·cm ultra-purified water. Sensors were constructed as described
below on platinum (2 mm dia.) working electrodes (CH Instruments) with the analytical
performance of the composite films evaluated via amperometric current-time (I-t) curves
3
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recorded on eight channel potentiostat (CH Instruments, 1000B). Electrochemistry was
measured versus common Ag/AgCl (saturated KCl) aqueous reference electrode (RE)
(CH Instruments) and platinum wire counter electrode. Differential pulse voltammetry of
MPC-doped xerogel films was collected in methylene chloride solutions of 0.1 M
tetrabutylammonium perchlorate (TBAP) versus a non-aqueous Ag/AgCl RE (CH
Instruments, 650A with picoamp booster).

3-mercaptopropyl-trimethoxy silane

(MPTMS) was stored and transferred under dry environments while the formed MPTMS
xerogels were allowed to age in a temperature/relative humidity (RH) controlled chamber
(Cole-Parmer).[8]

A new bottle of MPTMS was used every 3-4 weeks in case of

inadvertent hydrolysis.
Nanoparticle Synthesis and Functionalization.
Alkanethiolate-protected MPC’s were synthesized using variations of the
established Brust reaction.[18, 19] In brief, aqueous HAuCl4 solutions were treated with
tetraoctylammonium bromide in toluene to phase-transfer the gold into the organic layer.
Stoichiometric amounts of the desired alkanthiol were added to the separated toluene
layer and stirred for 30 minutes until the mixture turned from a red/orange color to a clear
solution. The stirred toluene solution was chilled to 0º C (ice bath) before a cold solution
of sodium borohydride reductant (aq) was added and stirred overnight on ice. The
resulting mixture was separated and the organic layer rotary evaporated to a slurry that
was then precipitated with acetonitrile and filtered/washed via a glass fritted funnel
(medium). The final product, a black solid dust, was characterized using NMR, UV-Vis,
and TEM imaging with Image J histogram analysis to confirm the average core
composition and diameter of Au225 and 2.03  0.95 nm. Various thiol-to-gold ratios of
4:1, 3:1, 2:1, 1:1, and 1:12 and other reaction conditions were used modify the Brust
synthesis to produce MPC’s with average cores of Au79, Au144, Au225, Au314, and Au4794
respectively.[20]
Functionalized

MPC’s

were

generated

via

well-known

place-exchange

techniques.[21] In brief, MPC’s were co-dissolved with the desired ω-substituted
alkanethiols (e.g. 3-mercaptobenzoic acid, MBA) in toluene and stirred, with larger
amounts of thiol and greater stir times yielding more significant degrees of ligand
4
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exchange for functionalized MPCs. NMR spectroscopy of iodine treated functionalized
MPCs was used to determine the average relative amount of exchanged thiolate.
Preparation of MPC – Doped Xerogel Film Sensors.
Preparation of the biosensors was performed using a method established in a
previous work[8] to create the sensing scheme depicted in Fig. 1. Briefly, platinum disk
button electrodes were successively polished using 1.0, 0.3, and 0.05 μm alumina powder
and water as an extender compound before being cleaned electrochemically with cyclic
voltammetry (0.1M H2SO4). Silane mixtures for xerogels were prepared as described
previously.[8] Two separate microcentrifuge tubes contained 9.0 mg glucose-oxidase
(GOx) in 75 μL of H2O and 25 μL of MPTMS in 100 μL of tetrahydrofuran (THF),
respectively. Typically, a stoichiometric ratio of MPCs to silane of 1:400 or 19 mg was
also dissolved in the second tube (THF).

After vigorously shaking, 50 μL of the

GOx/H2O mixture was added into the microcentrifuge tube containing the
MPTMS/THF/MPC mix. After 10 minutes of shaking this mixture, a 3 μL aliquot was
drop-cast onto the platinum electrode surface and dried under a controlled environment
for 48 h (50% RH). Film preparation and mass percent composition estimations suggest
that typical films are theoretically ~10-12% (w/w) GOx with gravimetric analysis
indicating ~8-10% of the film composed of enzyme (Supporting Information, Fig. SI-1).
MPC incorporation into the xerogel has been confirmed with TEM, including crosssectional TEM, and electrochemistry.[8] UV-Vis analysis of MPC-doped xerogels
confirm the MPCs are physically incorporated into the silane network as they are unable
to be completely removed by soaking in pure toluene (Supporting Information, Fig. SI-2).
After complete drying, 10 μL of a polyurethane blend of 50:50 (TPU (50 mg):50 HPU
(50 mg) in THF) was cast as an outermost semi-permeable membrane and dried for 30
minutes (Scheme I).
Biosensor Performance and Electrochemical Film Characterization.
Prior to testing, sensor constructs were soaked in 4.4 mM potassium phosphate
buffer solution (pH = 7.0) for at least one hour. All biosensors were subjected to +0.65 V
in 25 mL of PBS for 20 minutes to stabilize the sensor reading. During testing, 25 μL
5
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aliquots of 1 M glucose stock solution were injected at 100 second intervals while stirring
to obtain steady state response to successive 1 mM glucose increases. As in prior work,
slopes of calibration curves (i.e., current response vs. glucose concentration)
corresponded to sensitivity while response times (tR-95%) were defined as the time it takes
to reach 95% of the total change in current due to an increase in glucose concentration.[5,
8][5, 8]

Permeability indices (PI) were generated in prior studies in this lab[8] and

others[22] where the amperometric response of a species at a modified electrode was in
ratio with its response at a bare electrode.

Electrode surface areas (potassium

ferricyanide) and diffusion coefficients (H2O2 and glucose) were measured via
chronocoulometry as previously described[23, 24] using the slope of Anson plots and the
following equation (Supporting Information, Fig. SI-3):
Q = 2nFACD½π-½t½

(1)

where Q is the charge passed (C), n is the number of electrons transferred, F is Faraday’s
constant (96,500 C/mole), A is the electroactive area (cm2), C is the concentration
(mol/cm3), D is the diffusion coefficient (cm2/sec), and t is the time (sec).
As with other 1st generation amperometric biosensors,[25] the dynamic range of
current responses for MPC-doped xerogel configurations largely followed MichaelisMenton kinetics with parameters determined from non-linear regression analysis of the
following equation:

Is =

Imax
1+Km /

(2)

where Is represents amperometric current signal, [S] is substrate concentration (e.g.,
glucose concentration), Imax is the current plateau or maximum current response obtained
when all the film’s active enzyme sites are saturated, and Km is the apparent Michaelis
constant signifying the substrate concentration that yields half the maximum
amperometric response. Km values will be sensitive to enzyme access/binding whereas
Imax variations under constant experimental conditions reflect differences in the available
active enzyme.[25]
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Electronic Conductivity Measurements.
Solid-state conductivity measurements were performed using gold micro-printed
interdigitated array (IDAs, MSA Company) electrodes (50 Au fingers, 15 μm finger
width, 15 μm gap (dgap) between fingers, 4800 μm finger length, 0.1 μm finger height) –
see Supporting Information (Fig. SI-4). IDAs were treated as parallel plate electrodes,
with the total areas of electrode fingers facing one another across defined gaps as
represented by Atotal = Afinger (N-1) = 4.8 x 10-6 cm2, where N = 50, and Afinger =
(length)·(height). IDA geometric cell constant (gap distance/Atotal) is 6.3 cm-1.[26, 27]
Teflon-coated wire was attached to the IDA surface using an Ag epoxy (Stan Rubinstein
Associates, Inc.; 65oC; > 3 hrs.) and insulated with Epoxy Patch 1C (Henkel North
America; 65oC; > 3 hrs.). Resistive current measurements generating current-voltage (IV) curves between ±1.0 V were conducted with the WE as one IDA lead and the CE and
RE connected to the other IDA lead. As received and MPC-coated IDAs were cleaned
with acetone/toluene soaking (>15 minutes), brief exposure to boiling toluene, and
rinsing (EtOH and acetone) whereas xerogel-modified IDAs were discarded after single
measurements. Film electronic conductivity (σEL) was obtained from the slope (ΔI/ΔV)
of the linear portion of the I-V curves (±200 mV) and calculated using the following
relationship:[26, 27]
σEL = dgap/Atotal · ΔI/ΔV

(3)

where dgap/Atotal is the geometric cell constant and ΔI/ΔV is the slope of the I-V curve.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The successful MPC doping of xerogel scaffolds within 1st generation biosensing
schemes was established in prior research (Scheme I, Figure 1) and represents the
starting point for our current study focused how MPC properties contribute to sensing
performance of the scheme.

MPC infused xerogel biosensors were extensively

characterized, tested for glucose detection, and compared with other sensing schemes in
the literature.[8, 17] Specifically, MPC infusion into xerogels created a dramatic, order of
magnitude increase in sensitivity, measured as the slope glucose response calibration
7
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curves. Additionally, MPC doping resulted in response times (tR-95%), the time it takes
for a glucose response to reach 95% of its total signal, a factor of 4 lower while doubling
the linear range of the calibration curve. As illustrated in Fig. 1, calibration curves show
solid or bolded markers representing the linear range of the step-response toward
increasing glucose concentration whereas the open symbols represent the dynamic range
- response that, while still increasing with glucose concentration is no longer yielding
clear step-wise responses unique to a specific glucose concentration.

During that

study,[8] a sensing mechanism was hypothesized to explain the observed enhancements:
glucose permeates the outer PU layer, diffuses into the porous xerogel structure where it
reacts with embedded GOx and is converted to H2O2, a enzymatic reaction by-product
subsequently oxidized at a nearby MPC cores and communicate to the working electrode
via fast electron hopping (Scheme I). The following study attempts to follow-up that
work with an MPC focused investigation of critical structure-function relationships that
either promote or diminish the enhancement observed with MPC-doping and further
elucidate this proposed sensing mechanism.
The MPC properties of interest and thus the major sections of the paper herein
include peripheral ligand chain length and functionality, as well as the NP core size.
Systematic manipulation of these MPC properties should allow for identification of the
most important MPC characteristics for their incorporation into xerogels and sensing of
glucose.

It follows then that the three highlighted sensing performance parameters

(sensitivity, response time, linear range), traditionally reported for biosensors,[8] can
serve as a useful diagnostic for establishing the most important MPC properties if they
are encapsulated within xerogels for sensing purposes. The MPC properties that provide
the highest sensitivity and linear range at relevant concentrations are of most interest for
glucose biosensing but a greater fundamental understanding of critical MPC structurefunction relationships allows for corroboration of the proposed sensing mechanism while
also promoting adaptation of the materials/strategy toward sensors for other physiological
targets of clinical relevance, the ultimate goal of our work.
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Chain length of the MPC Peripheral Ligands
MPCs with peripheral skins composed of methyl-terminated (unsubstituted)
alkanthiolate ligands varying in chain length, including

butanethiolate (C4),

hexanethilate (C6), octanethiolate (C8), decanethiolate (C10), and dodecanethiolate
(C12), were doped into MPTMS xerogel films with GOx and tested for their response
toward glucose. As illustrated in Figure 2, two significant effects were observed with
these experiments (Table 1, 1st section). First, as the chain length of the peripheral
ligands around the gold cores was increased, a significant decrease in the performance
sensitivity of the sensor was observed (Fig. 2A). Secondly, a notably sharp increase in
response time (tR-95%) was recorded at longer chain lengths (Fig. 2B). Analysis of the
calibration curves for the systems with varying peripheral ligand chain lengths reveals
that the highest sensitivity (i.e., the system with the greatest current response toward
glucose) is the C4 MPCs, the shortest chain length (Supporting Information, Fig. SI-5).
Km and Imax determinations for the dynamic range of these systems (Table 1, 1st section)
reflect a similar trend where the C4 and C6 doped films exhibit relatively low Km values
while maintaining substantial maximum current. While other chain lengths displayed
smaller Km (e.g., C12 MPC doping) or higher Imax (e.g., C8), they were coupled with
extremely low current or high values of Km, respectively.
These results collectively suggest one of a few possibilities regarding the
enzymatic reaction believed to be taking place within the film (Scheme I).

By

increasing the thickness of the peripheral layer surrounding the cores of the MPCs, it may
be hindering the diffusional approach of (a) glucose to the embedded enzyme or (b) H2O2
to the NP network where it is oxidized and reported to the electrode. A third possibility
is that the larger MPC chain length may be increasing the effective inter-particle distance
within the MPC network, an effect observed in other MPC studies.[26-28] Less effective
interdigitation of the alkanethiloate ligands from neighboring MPCs necessitates greater
particle-to-particle distances within the network that may then disrupt electron hopping
connections to the working electrode and decrease peroxide oxidation reporting
throughout the film.
In order to assess the diffusion of glucose, which is hydrodynamically delivered
to the film interface and diffused within the film, and H2O2, which is both generated and
9
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diffuses within the xerogel layer, the role of the outer PU layer must first be considered.
In terms of H2O2 permeability, as previously shown[8], the 50:50 blend of PU employed
in these schemes has poor H2O2 permeability (<2%, Supporting Information, Fig. SI-6)
and may serve to confine the H2O2 within the film and limit diffusional loss before
oxidation.

Regardless of the xerogel system being tested, however, H2O2 permeability

from external injection is always significantly decreased by the PU layer (Supporting
Information, Fig. SI-6). Conversely, values for the diffusion coefficient of glucose (Dgluc)
for various systems with and without the PU layer, do not show the same drastic
difference (Supporting Information, Fig. SI-7). These results suggest that the PU is not
as substantial a diffusional barrier for glucose as it is for H2O2. With an understanding of
the outer PU layer, the MPC-doped xerogel layer can be systematically examined.
Chronocoulometry measured values for the diffusion coefficient of H2O2 (DH O )
2

2

and Dgluc in phosphate buffer at a bare platinum electrodes were 2.3 x 10-6 cm2/s and 4.8 x
10-6 cm2/s, respectively, and are in excellent agreement with the literature (DH O = 1.3 x
2

2

10-5 cm2/s); Dgluc = 5-7 x 10-6 cm2/s)[29]. The values drop considerably when they are
measured for MPTMS xerogel matrices with or without C6 MPC doping (Table 1),
analogous to what is observed for glucose through a Nafion membranes (Dgluc = 3.4 x 108

cm2/s) that have been employed for glucose sensing schemes[30]. Thus, we expect

small Dgluc within any xerogel matrix, regardless of the type of MPC being doped. As
we compare these parameters for representative MPC-doped xerogels that differ in the
chain length of the ligands, C6 MPC vs. C12 MPC doping, we first note significant
drops, by one or two orders of magnitude, in both H2O2 permeability and DH O (Table 1).
2

2

Simultaneously, the use of MPCs with longer chain lengths, in this case dodecane thiolate
protected MPCs, resulted in significantly smaller measured values of Dgluc through the
xerogel. Based only on these chain length study results, a defining aspect of the proposed
mechanism (i.e., glucose diffusion, H2O2 diffusion, or interparticle spacing) that accounts
for the signal enhancement cannot be isolated and none can be discounted.
Functionalization of the MPC Peripheral Ligands
If one assumes that the MPC peripheral ligands influence the diffusion of glucose
and/or H2O2, both small polar molecules, through the film then the systematic
10
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functionalization of MPCs with ω-substituted alkanethiols featuring polar end groups
should have a significant effect on the performance of the sensor. As shown in the
literature,[21, 27, 31] MPCs can be readily functionalized to different degrees via placeexchange reactions (Figure 3A). To determine which ω-substituted alkanethiols would
likely elicit the greatest effect when exchanged into the MPCs, self-assembled monolayer
(SAM) films composed of various functionalized alkanethiolates, including hydroxy,
carboxylate, and aromatic substitutions, were electrochemically probed by recording the
cyclic voltammetry of potassium ferricyanide (FeCN) and monitoring the amperometric
response to H2O2 injections to assess film hydrophobicity and H2O2 permeability,
respectively. The results of each type of experiment suggested a specific ω-substituted
alkanethiol to be incorporated into the MPC periphery. First, in the case of FeCN
electrochemistry, one can consider the polar redox probe’s interaction with various
functionalized SAMs an approximate mimic to the portion of the proposed sensing
mechanism where glucose, a polar but electroinactive species, might interact with MPCs
peripheral ligands as it diffuses through the xerogel layer embedded with GOx. The
results of this experiment (Supporting Information, Fig. SI-7), shows FeCN voltammetry
at 6-mercaptohexanol (MHOL) SAMs was nearly diffusional, only slightly different than
at a bare electrode.

The 6-mercaptohexane (C6) SAM, on the other hand, was

significantly blocking toward the hydrophilic probe. Results from this simple SAM
model system suggest that, since MHOL SAMs showed the least barrier to promoting the
electrochemistry of ferricyanide in solution, the inclusion of MHOL place-exchanged
MPCs within the xerogel might result in even greater enhancement of glucose sensing
compared to the original C6 MPC doped system. If such an enhancement was observed,
it would substantiate that glucose diffusion (Fig. 1B), mimicked here by FeCN diffusion,
here, and was critical to the observed performance of the sensor.
In the second set of experiments, amperometric current-time (I-t) scans with
injections of H2O2 at the same set of SAM-modified electrodes held at +0.65 V showed
that films of 6-mercaptobenzoic acid (MBA) exhibited the highest permeability index
(31%) while MHOL SAMs yielded one of the smallest permeability index (8.2%) (see
Supporting Information, Fig. SI-8).[8, 22, 25] These results suggest that while the MHOL
SAMs may be beneficial for polar molecule diffusion through the MPC-doped xerogel
11
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(FeCN results), it is not an interface conducive for facile oxidation of H2O2, another
critical component of the proposed mechanism (Fig. 1B). Based on these results, the
incorporation of MHOL and MBA-exchanged MPCs into the xerogel sensing system was
examined to reveal the relative importance of glucose and H2O2 diffusion, respectively, at
the embedded MPC-solution interface within the xerogel. Based on the preliminary
results from the FeCN voltammetry and H2O2 amperometry experiments at the various
types of SAMs, MPCs place-exchanged with either MHOL or MBA to varying degrees
were incorporated into xerogels, tested for glucose responsiveness, and calibration curves
were generated.
In order to evaluate xerogel systems doped with MHOL place-exchanged MPCs,
a representative film was tested for H2O2 permeability and the apparent diffusion
coefficients of both H2O2 and glucose through the film were measured (Table 1, 2nd
section and Supporting Information, Fig. SI-6,7).

Compared to systems with

unfunctionalized C6 MPC doping (DH O = 8.5 x 10-6), the DH O decreased an order of
2

2

2

2

magnitude (1.7 x 10-7 cm2/s) while the Dgluc remained approximately the same within the
MHOL-functionalized MPC doped xerogel films. These results suggest that if improved
sensor response can be achieved by doping the films with MHOL functionalized MPCs,
the diffusion of glucose, which is greatly improved within such films, is critical for the
sensing mechanism.

Fig. 3B shows the calibration curves of various xerogel films

doped with MPCs place-exchanged with MHOL at 0%, 18%, 26% and also compared to
films with no MPCs (control) as well as with 100% MHOL MPCs synthesized as
previously described.[31] Calibration curves in this study are presented with the current
response over glucose concentrations from 0 to 28 mM even though the physiologically
relevant concentration is from 4-7 mM.[1] When compared to the original C6 MPC
films, it appears that any substitution of MHOL ligands into the periphery of the MPCs
results in a decrease in sensor performance, most notably in linear range, response time,
step response, and, to a lesser extent, sensitivity (Table 1, 2nd section). These results
suggest that the functionalization of the MPC-doped xerogel with polar MHOL groups on
the ligands does not result in improved diffusion of the polar, hydroxyl functionalized
glucose molecules, even though FeCN voltammetry and Dgluc measurements would seem
to indicate otherwise. While prior research has shown that MHOL functionalization
12
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often provides a more hydrophilic environment[17, 31] that one may think is more
favorable interaction/diffusion with polar, hydroxyl-functionalized glucose, it did not
lead to further enhanced sensitivities etc..
A similar approach was applied with doping the films with MBA-exchanged
MPCs, the second type of ligand suggested by the SAM experiments because it exhibited
the highest H2O2 permeability (Supporting Information, Fig. SI-9). In this case, however,
a representative xerogel embedded with MBA-exchanged MPCs showed a substantial
increase in H2O2 permeability from ~3% to ~20%, mirroring the SAM permeability
SAM, as well as a significant increase in Dgluc compared to C6 MPC doped xerogels
(from 2.15 x 10-7 to 3.3 x 10-6, see Table 1, 2nd section). Unfortunately, however, a
result similar to that of the MHOL exchanged materials was observed for any degree of
embedding MBA-exchanged MPCs which all resulted in decreased performance
(Supporting Information, Fig. SI-10). Indeed, poor sensing performance was observed
for not only embedding MBA functionalized MPCs into the xerogel but also for the use
of a significant number of other place-exchanged MPCs as well, including ligand
exchange of MPTMS (Supporting Information, Fig. SI-11) and thioctic acid (TA) (not
shown). In each case, the use of place-exchanged, functionalized MPCs resulted in
diminished sensing performance in at least one major sensing attribute (i.e., lower
sensitivity (calibration curve slopes), smaller linear ranges and more limited stepresponses) while also exhibiting greater variability compared to the performance of unsubstituted C6 MPC-doped films.

Michaelis-Menton analysis of the dynamic range of

these place-exchanged MPC systems (Table 1, 2nd section) shows that any substitution of
ligands for functionalized ligands (i.e., MBA or MHOL) has an adverse effect, increasing
Km and/or decreasing Imax. Here again, the C6 MPC-doped system remaining the most
optimal of these systems.
Based only on evaluating sensor performance, Km/Imax modeling, and
measurement of permeability, DH O and Dgluc, all the MPC functionalization results
2

2

suggest that glucose diffusion and/or H2O2 permeability at the MPC interface may not be
as critical to the sensing mechanism as other factors, particularly the aforementioned
interparticle

spacing

within

the

film.

To

explore

the

effect

of

chain

length/functionalization on edge-to-edge interparticle distance (δ), the solid-state
13
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electronic conductivity (σEL) of various MPC films was examined using interdigitated
array (IDA) electrodes as previously described (see Supporting Information SI-5 for more
detail).[26, 27, 32] MPC films were drop-cast from toluene solutions onto IDAs and a
current-voltage (I-V) curves were collected and used to determine factors controlling film
conductivity. In the first case, MPC films of increasing alkanethiolate chain length were
drop-cast onto IDAs and measured. We note that, overall, the drop-cast MPC films
exhibited significantly lower σEL compared to similar measurements on larger MPC
(Au309) drop-cast films with variable chain length protection,[26] mixed-valent MPC
films (Au140),[26] and metal-linked MPC film assemblies (Au140).[27, 32] In the current
study, as expected,[26] the MPC (Au225) films comprised of C4, C6, C8, and C10
alkanethiolate protection showed an significant decrease in σEL with increasing chain
length (Figure 4). The exponential decay in σEL (Fig. 4B) is consistent with an electron
tunneling mechanism through trans-staggered alkane chains in accordance with the
following relationship:
σEL = σn=0 exp [-nβn]exp[-Ea/RT]

(4)

where n is the alkanethiolate chain length, σn=0 is the extrapolated conductivity at zero
distance (n=0), Ea is the activation energy at the temperature (T), R is the gas constant,
and βn is the mechanistically instructive electronic coupling term (beta decay).[26] With
the conductivity of these films differing in chain length, two cases are simultaneously
considered: (1) MPCs separated by a minimum distance where δ = n, the length of the
alkanethiolate ligand in number of carbons (i.e., complete interdigitation of neighboring
MPC ligands); and (2) MPCs are separated by a maximum distance where δ = 2n (i.e., no
interdigitation) (Fig. 4B, inset). In these cases, the results show βn of 1.7 and 0.87 per
methylene carbon unit (CH2-1), respectively. Based on prior studies of films of slightly
larger or smaller MPCs by Murray et al.,[26, 27, 32] these values convert (1.5 Å/CH2) to
more traditional distance-based βdis of 1.2 Å-1 and 0.6 Å-1. With the actual interdigitation
between these extremes but known to be nearly fully interdigitated from prior work,[26,
27] these results are in agreement with an electron tunneling mechanism, similar to
electron transfer (ET) of redox proteins[33] or ferrocene[34] at well-ordered SAM
modified electrodes (0.8-1.2 Å-1).

Given the exponential decay of electrons over
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distance, it suggests that MPC networks will be extremely sensitive to the edge-to-edge
separation of MPCs.
Solid-state conductivity measurements were also used to study the effect of MPC
functionalization within these systems. Films of MHOL place-exchanged MPCs (dropcast from ethanol solution) exhibited a systematic decrease of conductivity with
increasing MPC MHOL content (Fig. 4A and 4C) though not as drastic as the chain
length effect. It is suggested that the exchange of ω-substituted alkanethiols into the
MPC periphery results in less effective interparticle ligand interdigitation since the polar
end groups of one MPC would have to insert among the hydrophobic alkane back-bones
of an adjacent MPC. As a result of this forced interaction, it is expected that the
interparticle distance (δ, Fig. 4C, inset scheme) will necessarily be larger and decrease
σEL. Conductivity results for MPC ligand chain length and functionality are summarized
in the first two sections of Table 2. It has been established that ET through assembled
films of MPCs can occur via an “electron hopping” mechanism and can occur over
significant distances without decay.[8, 31, 33] The films studied here are solid-state
MPC films and may not be analogous to MPC-doped xerogels. If, however, the ET
mechanism through the MPC networks of the xerogel films is occurring via a hopping
mechanism as suggested, it follows that increasing interparticle distance with thicker or
functionalized peripheral ligands would necessarily disrupt electronic coupling between
particles and result in degraded performance even if such peripheral functionality
provides hydrophobic/hydrophilic properties conducive to the targeted analyte (glucose)
and/or enzymatic reaction product (H2O2).
While the incorporation of most ligand exchanged-MPCs resulted in decreased
sensing performance and lower conductivity, an interesting result occurred when 6mercaptophenol (MPOL), a ligand combining the hydroxyl functionality of MHOL with
the aromaticity of MBA, was used.

In this case, FeCN voltammetry and H2O2

permeability at the MPOL SAMs showed highly diffusional voltammetry and significant
amperometric response, respectively (Supporting Materials, Fig. SI-11). During σEL
measurements, the MPOL-functionalized MPCs were also the only material tested to
yield a trend of increasing σEL with increasing ligand exchange, opposite of MHOL and
MBA substituted materials (Table 2 and Supporting Materials, Fig. SI-11). While the
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MPOL-exchanged MPC-doped xerogels still

exhibited lower sensitivity than

unfunctionalized MPC-doped films, the films also showed a unique and significant
improvement in step response definition and an elongated dynamic range compared to
any other place-exchanged MPCs in xerogels (Supporting Materials, Fig. SI-11).

The

improved step-response to greater glucose concentrations is not yet well understood but
may very well be due to improved H2O2 permeability and diffusion within the MPOLexchanged MPC doped films, though the dominant factor in the overall sensing
mechanism still appears to be the interparticle spacing.
MPC Core Size
One approach to probing the ET through these films, the diffusion independent
aspect of the proposed sensing mechanism, is to systematically alter the core size of the
MPCs being incorporated into the xerogel films. Electrochemical properties of MPC-type
nanoparticles are categorized into three different regimes: (1) bulk metal continuum
behavior for larger particles (>3-4 nm diameter); (2) metal-like capacitor behavior with
observable quantized double layer (QDL) charging for smaller particles (~1.5-3 nm in
diameter) and; (3) very small particles (<1.5 nm in diameter) with molecule-like
behavior, namely significant HOMO-LUMO and electrochemical energy gaps.[35] ET
through films of the intermediate MPC regime (e.g., Au140C670) have been extensively
studied to establish exceptionally high rates of electron hopping (e.g., 2 x 106 s-1) and
electron self-exchange rates (e.g., 2 x 108 M-1s-1).[36] Our own study of ET of redox
proteins at dithiol-linked MPC film assemblies showed undiminished protein ET rate
constants even over significant film thicknesses.[8, 31, 33] In the present study, C6
MPCs with diameters that span the first two size categories of MPCs were synthesized
according to existing procedures[20] and doped into the xerogel films with embedded
GOx (Fig. 1).

The motivation of this core size study was to see if sensing film

performance is affected by MPC core size thereby identifying the optimum core size that
provides enhanced sensing response as well as the properties of MPCs that perpetuate the
sensing mechanism.
Figure 5 represents typical current-time (I-t) amperometry for glucose injections
at xerogel films embedded with GOx and doped with MPCs of varying sizes including
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MPCs with the following average estimated core sizes: Au79, Au140, Au225, Au314, and
Au4794 – materials with average core diameters ranging from ~1.2, at the edge of the
molecular-behavior regime, to ~5.0 nm, well within the bulk metal behavior regime (see
Supporting Information, Fig. SI-12-15).[35] The results illustrate a dramatic degradation
in performance of films with the largest cores, Au4794 including poorly resolved and
limited step response, lower sensitivity, smaller current and increased response time.
MPCs of the second core size category (Au79, Au140, Au225, and, to a lesser extent, Au314)
all exhibited enhanced sensing responses (i.e., well-defined step responses, large
linear/dynamic ranges, and improved response times) compared to the larger cores or
films without MPCs. As established in prior work,[8] sensor performance with xerogels
that are not embedded with MPCs was poor, exhibiting limited step responses as well as
longer response times and a limited linear range. The performance properties of these
sensor systems are summarized in Table 1 with corresponding calibration curves included
in Supporting Information, Fig. SI-17.
Solid-state σEL measurements on drop-cast MPC films of varying core sizes
(Table 2, 3rd section) are consistent with the aforementioned sensor results. As shown in
Fig. 5B, the intermediate core MPCs (Au79, Au140, Au225 and Au314) all show similar and
expected σEL[26, 27][32], significantly different from that of the larger core film (Au4794).
Of the intermediate cores, it is not yet firmly understood why the Au225 are consistently
the most conductive and optimal in performance.
Taken in conjunction with each other, the amperometric responses of MPC-doped
xerogels and the σEL of MPC drop-cast films as a function of core size, suggest that the
sensing response is indeed dependent on core size. The inference is that the use of MPCs
known to exhibit quantized charging effects,[35] metal-like MPCs, is necessary to
achieve the enhanced sensing attributes. It follows that the electron hopping known to
occur through MPC films with cores in that size regime must be an important component
of the sensing mechanism, one that is critically reliant on the particle-to-particle
electronic coupling in order to report electrochemical reactions occurring throughout the
film.
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Composite Xerogel-MPC Films
This report has, to this point, focused on specific individual components within
the biosensing scheme, including the MPC core and ligand periphery. In this last section,
the composite MPC-xerogel film is examined in more depth. So far, the results presented
suggest that the most important factor in the sensing mechanism of highly performing
MPC-doped systems is the electronic communication within the MPC network that
reports oxidation of H2O2 throughout the film. The MPC enhanced performance often
includes greater linearity, higher sensitivity, extended dynamic step responses (stepresponse), and faster response times. If the enhancement is indeed derived from the
presence of an electronically coupled MPC network, it follows that there should exist a
critical concentration of MPCs to achieve that effect - a percolation threshold.
If the xerogel films are formed with varying ratios of MPC-to-silane, from no
MPC doping (i.e., 100% silane or “no MPCs”), through diluted MPC incorporation (e.g.,
1:3200 ratio), and to the doping maximum at the solubility limit of 1:400, the nature of
the composite film significantly changes. Cyclic voltammetry of ruthenium hexamine
(RuHex), a commonly employed polar redox probe, at xerogel interfaces with no PU
layer and varying MPC content suggests the film is either significantly less porous or
significantly more hydrophobic. That is, RuHex is increasingly blocked with increasing
MPC doping (Supporting Information, Fig. SI-18). It follows that tracking xerogels
doped with varying concentrations of MPCs may reveal a percolation threshold for
enhanced sensing.
Figure 6A shows a typical result from these varying MPC-to-silane ratio
experiments. The figure displays that there is a clear abrupt increase in sensitivity of the
sensors between the ratios of 1:6400 and 1:3200 (Fig. 6A). Unfortunately, we have
found that while these experiments nearly always reveal a percolation threshold, the exact
ratio defining that threshold is somewhat variable experiment-to-experiment, ranging
from ratios of 1:3200 down to 1:128,000. Ratios between 1:400 (maximum) and 1:1600
consistently showed enhanced sensing while the lowest ratios of MPCs approached the
poor behavior of films without MPCs. MPC-doped xerogels were also measured for σEL
via drop-casting films onto IDA as previously described (Table 2, 4th section). The
measurements show that the un-doped xerogel film (i.e., no MPCs) is orders of
18
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magnitude less conductive than the 1:400 doped films.

Composite films with higher

doping levels between 1:600 and 1:800 exhibited similar σEL while those with low doping
levels (e.g., 1:2400 or 1:6400) are more similar to the σEL of pure xerogel films, again
suggesting but not adequately defining a percolation threshold.

That stated, even this

rudimentary evidence of a percolation threshold within these experiments supports the
notion that the electronic coupling of the MPCs within the xerogel is a critical component
to the sensing mechanism.
The apparent core-size dependency for the sensing performance of these materials
and the suggestion that it is related to MPCs that exhibit QDL charging behavior
prompted further study of the composite films. With gold cores surrounded with an
alkanethiolate periphery, MPCs with core diameters of 2 nm or less exhibit QDL
charging behavior because of their inherently low (sub-attofarad) cluster capacitance
(CCLU). The low capacitance allow for single electron transfers (SETs) to occur at large,
discrete voltage intervals (ΔV= e/CCLU) that are electrochemically observable at room
temperature with cyclic voltammetry and/or differential pulse voltammetry (DPV). This
phenomena has been observed in non-aqueous solutions of MPCs[35-39] as well as with
monolayer[38] and multi-layer MPC film assemblies[37] with the only requirement being
that the core size is small and reasonably monodisperse.[35]
In Figure 6B, a comparison of DPV of systems relevant to this study is presented.
A bare Pt electrode immersed in a 0.1M TBAP/CH2Cl2 solution yields a relatively
featureless response. The same electrode immersed in a solution of C6 MPCs (Au225)
reveals QDL charging peaks consistent with what is expected from a somewhat
polydisperse sample of MPCs, typical of as-prepared samples from an unmodified Brust
reaction synthesis.[40] Interestingly, QDL charging peaks are also achieved with MPCdoped xerogels in TBAP/CH2Cl2 solution. In comparing the DPV response for the
xerogel film with that of the solution MPCs, several notable observations can be made.
First, the similarity in magnitude of the two signals suggests that multi-layers of MPCs
must be electronically coupled within the xerogel film, consistent with proposed
mechanism discussed. Second, z-plot analysis[35, 40] of peak potentials versus MPC
charge state confirm that the MPC population producing the observable QDL charging
peaks are the same in each case. The average peak spacing (i.e., slope of z-plot) for the
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MPC-doped xerogel (0.275 V) and the MPC solution (0.267 V) yields CCLU of 0.58 aF
and 0.60 aF, respectively.

These capacitance values are consistent with MPC core

diameters between 1.7-1.9 nm,[40] a characteristic confirmed by our TEM/histogram
analysis (Supporting Information). Third, the DPV of the xerogel film is noticeably more
defined, lacking the “double peaks” of the solution C6 MPC sample at 0.0, 0.5, and 0.8
V, for example. One can speculate that the porous xerogel may be trapping certain sized
MPCs within the network while allowing other, perhaps smaller, MPCs populations to
diffuse from the xerogel. Such a scenario would be consistent with the observed decrease
in UV-Vis signal upon immersion in an organic solvent (see Supporting Information, Fig.
SI-2). It should be noted that the QDL charging peaks shown for the MPC-doped xerogel
in Fig. 6B is not a typical result.

Unfortunately, clearly defined QDL charging peaks

were more often difficult to achieve repeatedly, challenging to assign specific peaks for
z-plot analysis, and prohibited direct calculation of ET rate constants which require an
electrochemical signal of ET. While evidence of QDL peaks is readily observed with
MPC-doped xerogels, the peak definition presented in Fig. 6B represents of most defined
result to date, including a well-formed trough marking the potential of zero charge.
Other, more typical, examples of QDL charging peaks for Au225 doped xerogel films are
included in Supporting Information, Fig. SI-19.
■ CONCLUSIONS
As the scientific community continues to explore the advantages and
disadvantages of incorporating nanomaterials,[3] including metallic NPs,[9, 10] into
biosensor strategies, it is important that critical structure-function relationships within the
specific schemes are identified so that the strategy may be optimized and a deeper
understanding of sensing mechanism be achieved.

In this study, those relationships

within MPC-doped, xerogel-based, 1st generation amperometric glucose biosensor
schemes, systems previously established as producing enhanced sensing performance,
were systematically explored in order to define the sensing mechanisms and identify
MPC characteristics that may be optimized for sensor development.

Specific

manipulation of NP core size, peripheral ligand chain length/functionality, as well as, the
MPC composition of the overall film, showed that the interparticle spacing of the MPCs
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within the film and the fast ET that results from an electronically coupled MPC network
were the most relevant properties of these MPC-doped xerogels in this regard. The
permeability and diffusion of H2O2 as well as the diffusion of glucose through the xerogel
films, while important, were not found to be as critical to the sensing mechanism as the
interparticle connections of the MPCs. Infusion of MPCs into the xerogel-based sensing
scheme resulted in increased sensitivity, faster response times, and extended linear ranges
only when the MPC loading film exceeded a percolation threshold. Any disruption of the
interparticle spacing, either via MPC ligand functionalization, increased of the MPC
ligand chain length, or dilution of the MPCs within the film, was detrimental. Overall the
results support the hypothesized sensing mechanism illustrated in Scheme I - the
interconnected MPC network in the xerogel acts as a type of 3-dimensional extension of
the electrode surface, allowing the enzymatic reaction generated H2O2 to diffuse to any
portion of the MPC network, rather than the underlying working electrode for oxidation.
The MPC network is able to report the oxidation of H2O2 efficiently via fast electron
hopping throughout the film, decreasing the scheme’s diffusional dependence. This
mechanism explains the high degree of enhancement observed compared to the sensors
without MPC doping.[8] The findings of this study will be used in future work to apply
the general strategy to additional sensing targets that have clinical applications.
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Film preparation details and composition estimations; UV-Vis spectra of MPC-doped
xerogels before/after exposure to toluene and with MPC of vary core diameters;
chronocoulometry details for measurement of diffusion coefficients and electroactive
areas; calibration curve analysis for MPC-doped xerogels as a function of peripheral
chain length and place-exchange functionalization; Electrochemical probing voltammetry
and H2O2 injection amperometric responses at SAMs and MPC-doped xerogel films
varying in MPC concentration and ligand functionality; Permeability index and diffusion
coefficients at various xerogel, MPC-doped xerogel, and PU layers; IDA and
conductivity measurement experimental details; TEM and histogram analysis of MPC of
different core sizes; and DPV of MPC-doped xerogels.
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Captions
Scheme I. (A) Schematic representation of 1st generation amperometric glucose biosensor
scheme with GOx embedded in a MPTMS xerogel capped with polyurethane; (B) Expansion of
xerogel component with proposed sensing mechanism where glucose diffuses to MPC-doped
xerogel (blue - dashed), undergoes an enzymatic reaction with GOx to produce H2O2 which
subsequently diffuses to the nearest portion of the MPC network (pink - dotted) which, in turn,
reports H2O2 oxidation via fast electron transfer through the MPC network to the working
electrode (red - solid).
Figure 1. Examples of amperometric I-t curves during successive 1 mM injections of glucose at
platinum electrodes modified with (a) GOx embedded 3-MPTMS xerogels and (b) GOx
embedded MPTMS xerogel doped with C6-MPCs, each coated with PU (Scheme I). Inset:
Calibration curves for glucose biosensors constructed with platinum electrodes modified with
GOx embedded MPTMS xerogels with and without C6-MPC doping where solid markers
indicate a step-like response to glucose concentration increases whereas open markers indicate a
non-step response (dynamic range). Linear regression has been performed with the linear range
shown as a solid black line. Error bars have been omitted for clarity [8].
Figure 2. (A) Sensitivity to glucose of the linear range of the calibration curves as a function of
the chain length (# of carbons) of methyl-terminated alkanethiolate MPC peripheral ligands
within MPTMS xerogel biosensor systems; (B) Response time (tr-95%) of the first 1M glucose
injection for each MPC ligand chain length. Note: In some cases, error bars are smaller than
markers for average sensitivity.
Figure 3. (A) Schematic depiction of place-exchange reactions for functionalizing MPCs. (B)
Calibration curves for glucose biosensors constructed at platinum electrodes modified with GOx
embedded MPTMS xerogels undoped (●) and doped with C6 MPCs (0%, ♦), C6 MPCs
exchanged with MHOL (18%,▲), C6 MPCs exchanged with MHOL (26%, ■), and MHOL
MPCs (100%, X). Solid or bold (X) symbols indicate a step-like response to increases in glucose
concentration whereas open symbols indicate a non-step response (dynamic range). All sensors
were coated with a PU outer layer. Note: In some cases, standard error bars are smaller than
markers for average value.
Figure 4. (A) I-V curves for various MPC films on IDA electrodes including films of (a)
butanethiolate (C4) protected MPCs, (b) hexanethiolate (C6) protected MPCs, (c) octanethiolate
(C8) protected MPCs, and (d) decanethiolate protected (C10) MPCs as well as (e) C6 MPCs with
15% MHOL exchange, (f) C6 MPCs with 36% MHOL exchange. (B) Electronic conductivity
(σEL) of films of C6-protected MPCs deposited on IDA electrodes as a function of the number of
carbons in the peripheral protective ligands. (C) Conductivity (σEL) of films of MHOL-exchanged
hexanethiolate-protected MPCs deposited on IDA electrodes as a function of the percentage of
ligand exchange with 6-mercaptohexanol (MHOL). Note: In some cases, standard error bars are
smaller than markers for average value.
Figure 5. (A) Representative I-t curves during successive glucose injections (1 mM) at
electrodes modified with GOx embedded MPTMS xerogel doped with MPCs of different core
sizes. Note: Certain I-t curves (No MPCs, Au79, Au4794) are y axis offset from original starting
current (~ -0.03 μA) to more effectively illustrate differences in sensing performance/step
response. Unmodified results are included in Supporting Information (Fig. SI-14). (B) Electronic
conductivity (σEL) of films of C6-protected MPCs of with corresponding I-V curves (inset) as a
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function of MPC core size: (a) Au4794, (b) Au225, (c) Au79, (d) Au141, and (e) Au314. Note: In some
cases, standard error bars are smaller than markers for average value.
Figure 6. (A) Calibration curves for glucose biosensors constructed at platinum electrodes
modified with GOx embedded xerogels with no MPCs (+) and doped with C6 MPCs at a
MPC:Silane ratio of 1:400 (♦ and ▲), 1:800 (X), 1:1600 (-), 1:3200 (■), and 1:6400 (●). (B)
Differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) of (a) bare Pt electrode, (b) C6 MPC solution, (c) MPTMS
xerogel (no MPCs), and (d) MPC-doped MPTMS xerogel (Solution: 0.1 M TBAP/CH2Cl2).
Note: In some cases, standard error bars are smaller than markers for average value.
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